“There is no subject more captivating,
more worthy of study, than nature”
Nikola Tesla
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30 years of tradition

Our company was founded 30 years
ago near Niš. We started as a small
woodworking workshop, with a few
experienced carpenters and true
wood lovers. The whole path of perfection was long. We have made a lot
of progress since the original workshop. The manufacturing process
has constantly improved. The sales
market expanded and increased the
number of satisfied customers. We
have introduced state-of-the-art
technology in the production plant
and we still process wood in the fin-

est way. We use quality paint for its
structure, fittings of renowned manufacturers as well as certified glass.
From the very beginning of the business, the Đorđevic family has been
at the head of the company. Today,
we stand proudly before our company, still with the same goal of perfecting, expanding and improving the
business. We are ready to satisfy
your refined taste ...

Over time, we have learned to treat
wood as a living being, as every tree
has a soul, and is there to tell our
story.

WOOD

Wood is a natural building material.
But it can be more than that: it is a material that gives freedom to design
with an attractive appearance and
excellent technical properties. In addition, wood is the most sustainable
building material. It grows continuously, requiring little energy in
processing and does not harm the
environment. Surface treatment
with the latest technologies ensures
outstanding service life, standard
burglary protection, countless design options for individual future-oriented window solutions. Treat yourself with a window that can adapt to
a variety of living conditions.

SPRUCE

Soft coniferous wood, easy to process with a high degree of smoothness. Low weight and satisfactory
strength properties make it the optimal choice in construction joinery
production.

OAK

Oak wood represents a wood quality
standard by its aesthetic, physical,
mechanical, technological and usability properties. Oak wood is widely
applied due to its aesthetic and mechanical properties and durability.

The living space ambience will experience a rebirth and a moment of luxury and top quality.

PINE

Due to its high resin content and
density, pine is wood with high resistance to decay and fungal attack. It
requires special treatment during
painting. Due to its warm natural color, it is ideal for mountain buildings.

ASH

The ash structure is very similar to
that of oak but is characterized by
light yellowish color. It is also characterized by hardness, strength and
good processability. Unlike oak, ash
has less tannin (formic acid) which is
an advantage in painting with lighter
colors.

MAHOGANY

Mahogany wood is valued for its nice
appearance, durability and color. Because of its first-class properties, it
belongs to the most expensive types
of wood. Mahogany wood symbolizes
strength and endurance.

SPRUCE

PINE

ASH

OAK

MAHOGANY

PAINTS

This is a line of water-soluble products for professional use created
to give wood products exposed to
external conditions the best possible protection from weathering, fungi, parasites, insects and other degrading impacts. At the same time,
these products emphasize the natural beauty of wood and have a decorative role. Their natural properties
and specificities meet all aesthetic
and functional requirements. These
coatings provide long-lasting wood
protection against biological and atmospheric influences while guaranteeing high-quality aesthetic appearance.
Protection against biological impacts: impregnants penetrate deep
into the wood and preventively protect the product from the effects of
fungi, bacteria and insects which can
damage the wood.
Weathering protection: topcoats
form a protective film over the wood
and thus protect the product from
all weathering impacts, even the
most extreme ones.
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SECURITY
Standard window fittings and a five-point locking
mechanism offer standard burglary protection
which can be upgraded to three tested safety
classes RC2, RC2N and RC3.
In addition to standard security, there is the option of additional security technology: magnetic
surveillance system, window opening alarm and a
lot of other electronic technologies we can offer
and install in the selected product.

RC 1

Standard window protection,
5-point locking, with standard latches
Requires basic tools for breaking (screwdriver, hammer, rod, wire, knife, pliers…)
It takes 3 minutes to break
Occasional burglar

RC 2 N

Additional window protection,
9-point locking, with additional latches
Handle with key
Requires basic tools for breaking (screwdriver, hammer, rod, wire, knife, pliers…) + Saw, rod and drill
It takes 7 minutes to break
Experienced burglar

RC 2

Additional window protection,
Safety VSG or ESG glass
9-point locking, with additional latches
Handle with key
Requires basic tools for breaking (screwdriver, hammer, rod, wire, knife, pliers…) + Saw, rod and drill
It takes 7 minutes to break
Experienced burglar

RC 3

Additional window protection, for premises at high
risk of burglary (Banks, savings banks, jewelry stores)
Safety VSG or ESG glass
13-point locking, with additional reinforced latches
Handle with key and special cylinder
Requires basic tools for breaking (screwdriver, hammer, rod, wire, knife, pliers…) + Saw, rod and drill, crowbar, drill bits, wrenches, metal cutters
It takes 10 minutes to break
Experienced burglar with special tools

FITTINGS
Our high-quality fittings are suitable for a wide selection of window opening
options. Our fitting suppliers meet the highest requirements in terms of
safety, ease of use, durability and fittings design.
Tilt-and-turn window system is the standard and most practical window
type. Opening is possible around the end left or right axis with limited tilt. Tilt
option enables and meets the needs of room ventilation, thus reducing the
risk of mold and moisture in your home.

All components from the standard fittings with visible hinge are perfectly coordinated and can be combined in almost any way so that they can respond as
flexibly as possible to different customer requirements.

OPENING TYPE

Beautiful home brings growing window design requirements. Our concealed side hinge masters
this discipline. No hinges visible from the outside, no
masks - nothing interferes with the window look, for
the less you see the technology - the better! Windows made in combination with concealed hinge
have load capacity of 100 kg, which allows large
glass areas to stand safely on your windows undisturbed and bring plenty of light to your home.

CERTIFICATES
Energy efficiency

In modern life and business, energy efficiency is a high priority. It implies a series of measures taken to reduce energy consumption without disturbing
working and living conditions.
Our company strives for production to take place primarily through the use
of natural material, which does not harm the environment. Wood, as an integral element of our products, is a traditional material with good energy
characteristics. In the production plant, we use eco-friendly paints without
harmful effects, as well as aluminum which is a completely ecological material. Our approach to energy efficiency implies adoption of efficient technology
and production processes, as well as the application of recognized methods
to reduce energy loss.
By purchasing our products, you definitely enter the circle of those who advocate environmental protection and achieve energy consumption reduction in your home.
LONG WARRANTY PERIOD DEVELOPS TRUST IN PRODUCTS YOU BUY
FROM US.
The experience we gained led us to improve. Product development, adoption of the highest standards in carpentry production, and certification of
products and production process by renowned European institutions have
confirmed the top performance of products from our range and meeting
the highest European standards, and thus enabled the export of our products to any European country.

10 year guarantee
for Roto NT standard windows

Roto warrants a 10 year guarantee
on the hardware components in
Roto NT standard windows. This
guarantee is exclusively for the
benefit of window fabricators that
have installed the Roto hardware
components in windows that they,
themselves, have produced. All
other persons are excluded from
the guarantee.
The guarantee is only valid for
hardware components bought by
guarantee beneficiaries after the
1st of January 2008; the date of the
conclusion of the sales contract
with the beneficiary‘s salesman is
applicable. The 10 year guarantee
period commences on the date of
purchase.
The guarantee exclusively comprises operation of the hardware
components. Natural wear and tear
is not covered in this, nor are losses
in aesthetics or convenience that
lead to no functional loss.

The guarantee is only granted under
the following conditions: the verifiable professional installation in accordance with the “Roto installation
instructions” as well maintenance in
accordance with the “maintenance
instructions”. A further condition is
the verifiable, appropriate and specified operation.

Claims for subsequent improvement and compensation are also
excluded. The statutory rights of
the guarantee beneficiary towards
his seller are not restricted by this
guarantee.
Roto NT standard windows
consist of:
• Single and double-sashed rectangular

Electronic and magnetic components are excluded from the guarantee. Also excluded from the
guarantee are hardware components installed in passageway doors
in public or commercial areas, or
hardware used within the framework
of industrial applications. Damages
resulting from third parties actions
are also excluded.

windows with Turn-Only and Tilt&Turn
sashes
• Timber, PVC and aluminium profiles
• Hinge-sides A, E5, K, R, V and

Designo
• With standard, lever operated,

reverse-action, and Turn-Only/Tilt-Only
espagnolettes
• With RotoLine and DecoLine handles
• Including burglar-inhibiting windows

with zinc die-cast/steel strikers
• Excluding electrical drive units and

Guarantee claims

electronic components
• Excluding the tilt-stay and arrestable

In case of a guarantee claim, Roto
grants functional equivalent replacement of the defective hardware component, without delivery
and without installation.

brake-stay accessories
• Technically implemented within the

framework of the “Roto application
diagrams and installation instructions”

Roto Frank AG
Stuttgarter Strasse 145 – 149
D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen
Germany
Telephone +49 711 7598-0
Telefax
+49 711 7598-253
info@roto-frank.com
www.roto-frank.com

Dated: April 2008. (Translation: paul@prunty.de) Subject to change. VB 265-0 GB
© 2008 Roto Frank AG ® Roto is a registered trademark

Guarantee conditions and
guarantee period

GLASS
Energy savings largely depend on space insulation. In architecture, large
energy losing areas are windows. Today, great attention is paid to their improvement and energy efficiency.

FLOAT GLASS
Standard glass that is most commonly used and
found in most residential buildings. This high-quality
glass is made in 3 mm to 10 mm thicknesses. Float
glass is transparent and flat, with parallel surfaces
and a natural look without any deformations.
LOW-E
is a multi-layer system of a newer generation applied
to glass. The functional layer used on glass is a thin
layer of silver. This coating or film is invisible. Its function is very important, as it slows down the emission
of radiant energy from the room to the outside, thus
ensuring longer heat retention. Low emission glass
consists of two or more panes separated by an air
space composed of 90% argon.
CLIMAGUARD SOLAR PREMIUM
• transmits 66% light,
• Thermal conductivity is Ug = 0.5 W/m2K,
• passes 42% solar energy
Whether we talk about a strong winter or a hot summer, one thing is certain - windows with multi-purpose ClimaGuard Solar glass will make your life easier.
Namely, glass produced by this technology ensures
comfort in your home and at the same time significantly saves energy without greater loss of natural
light.
VSG
Such special glass is used in places that require
greater security or privacy. Safety glass is laminated and reinforced glass that is very hard to break,
even with the strongest blows. They come in different
thicknesses, and depending on the customer’s need,
can be up to a few centimeters thick!

LEGEND
the type of wood used for window

Profile width

Thermal
insulation

Wind
Resistance

Window design

Security
level

Water
tightness

Sound insulation

Color

Airtightness

WOODEN WINDOWS

IV68

20
IV68 is a classic wooden window construction model with discreet lines and
aluminum or wooden drip edge. The
window is made of laminated 68mm
wood profile, finished without visible
extensions on both sides. It is made
exclusively as double-glazed. This traditional window model gives warmth and
a pleasant atmosphere to the interior
because of its inside processing. The
appropriate combination of colors and
processing type fits very easily and
meets the requirements of both traditional and modern architectures of
various types of projects.
It is intended for temperate continental climate areas.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A

Class: C4/B4

B
C

Class: 8A

D
E

Class: 4

IV68

21

1.2 W/m2K

68mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

BOTH-SIDED
RETRACTED

32dB

Option of aluminum drip edge on
the lower profile

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central seal on the frame gives the option of a minimized sash
width of 63 mm

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Option of coplanar design on the
inside

IV68 ISO

22
Innovations and challenges are an integral part of our brand, range and the basis of ideas and development. This type
of window is a response to specific requirements of certain markets. Deeply extended frame allows frame covering, while the inside is designed to allow
installation without wall processing
after completion of works. For wood
lovers.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A

Class: C4/B4

B
C

Class: 8A

D
E

Class: 4

IV68 ISO
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1.2 W/m2K

68mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

BOTH-SIDED
RETRACTED

32dB

Simultaneous masking of external
insulation

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central seal on the frame gives the option of a minimized sash
width of 63 mm

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Option of coplanar design on the
inside

IV78

24
IV78 is a wooden window construction
model with a pronounced robust wood
structure. The window is made of laminated 78mm wood profile, finished without visible extensions on both sides. It is
made exclusively as triple- glazed. This traditional window model is an excellent insulator against extreme external conditions.
With the right combination of colors and
processing type, it fits easily and meets
the requirements of both traditional and
modern architecture of the most diverse
types of projects. And with regular maintenance, it provides comfort, warmth and
security for many years. Due to its pronounced thermal characteristic, it meets
even the most demanding standards of
cold and snowy areas.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C4/B4

B
C

Class: 7A

D
E

Class: 4

IV78
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0.8 W/m2K

78mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

BOTH-SIDED
RETRACTED

32 dB

Option of aluminum drip edge on
the lower profile

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central seal on the frame gives the option of a minimized sash
width of 63 mm

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Option of coplanar design on the
inside

ZERO WOOD

26

This construction is our answer to
modern architecture and the tendency to increasing glass surfaces. Zero
type construction allows 25% greater light transmission into the room
compared to other constructions.
Aesthetically, the construction is minimalist; on the outside we have a visible
glass surface, with the sash concealed
in the frame profile, which can be reduced to a minimally visible surface
during installation.
This construction is the most modern
window system and meets all energy
requirements.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C4/B4

B
C

Class: 7A

D
E

Class: 4
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ZERO WOOD

0.8 W/m2K

78mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

OUTSIDE

42dB

Concealed sash frame on the outside

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central seal on the frame gives the option of a minimized sash
width of 63 mm

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Option of coplanar design on the
inside

WOOD ALUMINUM

GENEVA

30
Want warmth, comfort and aesthetics
without constant maintenance? Combining two premium materials, wood
and aluminum, we got the best of both:
wood-aluminum window.
“ALD GENEVA” is a blend of elegant
and practical design. Internal wood finishing is offered in the classic window
and the so-called complanare system
(flush) variants. The exterior design
was obtained by a combination of flush
frame, sash and glass that reflects elegance and modern design.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C5/B5

B
C

Class: E1500

D
E

Class: 4

GENEVA

31

0.8 W/m2K

80,5mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

OUTSIDE

42dB

Completely flat design on the outside

SPRUCE, OAK, PINE,
MAHOGANY, ASH

The central drainage seal protects
the wood from external conditions

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Cubic inside design with the coplanar design option

ZURICH

32
The possibility of “limitless” choice is
one of the advantages of the wood-aluminum combination of joinery both in a
combination of types of colors and outside and inside profiles shapes.
“ALD ZURICH” is another possible
combination of tetra inside design
and modern outside design, with triple glazing. Inside wood processing
is offered in the standard window
and the so-called complanare system (flush) variants. Allow yourself to
choose and play in creating your unique
piece.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C5/B5

B
C

Class: E1500

D
E

Class: 4

ZURICH
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0,8 W/m2K

80,5mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

OUTSIDE

32dB

On the outside, the frame and sash
are flush, the glass is retracted

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central drainage seal protects
the wood from external conditions

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Cubic inside design with the coplanar design option

GRAZ

34
“ALD GRAZ” is a wood-aluminum construction model of sharp line, flat design windows. The inside wood processing has a pronounced slope that
gives its contribution to the transmission of a larger amount of light into the
room.
The outside design of modern narrow lines fits ambiently into various facades. This model of great technical
characteristics will give a touch of nature to your home by the highest standards.
On the outside, the frame and sash are
flush, the glass is retracted.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C5/B5

B
C

Class: E1500

D
E

Class: 4

GRAZ

35

0,8 W/m2K

80,5mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

OUTSIDE

32dB

On the outside, the frame and sash
are flush, the glass is retracted

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central drainage seal protects
the wood from external conditions

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Oblique inside design with the coplanar design option

MILANO

36
The “ALD MILANO” model is a variation
of the GENEVA model. Internal profile
finishing has a slope, so the emphasis
in this construction is on the greater
transmission of light into the room,
while respecting the requirements for
minimalist and flat design on the outside.
Inside wood processing is offered in
the classic window and the so-called
complanare system (flush) variants.
Superior thermal characteristics will
provide you with comfort and warmth,
and the construction itself is protected against weathering and aging.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C5/B5

B
C

Class: E1500

D
E

Class: 4

MILANO

37

0,8 W/m2K

80,5mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

OUTSIDE

32dB

Completely flat design on the outside

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central drainage seal protects
the wood from external conditions

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Oblique inside design with the coplanar design option

ROMA

38
“ALD ROME” is a variation of the PARIS model, with triple glazing. Inside
wood processing is offered in the standard window and the so-called complanare system(flush) variants.
The wood slope gives good lighting, and
the more traditional outside design
gives a wide possibility of fitting with
various types of facades. Thermally, functionally and aesthetically great
combination.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C5/B5

B
C

Class: E1500

D
E

Class: 4

ROMA

39

0,8 W/m2K

80,5mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

BOTH-SIDED
RETRACTED

32dB

On the outside, the frame, sash
and glass are in separate planes

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central drainage seal protects
the wood from external conditions

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Oblique inside design with the coplanar design option

PARIS

40
“ALD PARIS” is a wood-aluminum window model of a more classic style. Inside
wood processing is offered in the standard window and the so-called complanare system(flush) variants.
The wood slope gives good lighting, and
the more traditional outside design
gives a wide possibility of fitting with
various types of facades. Also available
in a double-glazed variant.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C5/B5

B
C

Class: E1500

D
E

Class: 4

PARIS

41

1.2 W/m2K

80,5mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

BOTH-SIDED
RETRACTED

32dB

On the outside, the frame, sash
and glass are in separate planes

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central drainage seal protects
the wood from external conditions

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Cubic inside design with the coplanar design option

WIEN

42
“ALD WIEN” is a combination of tetra
inside design and classic outside design, with triple glazing. Inside wood
processing is offered in the standard
window and the so-called complanare
system (flush) variants.
Meeting the most diverse requirements of both the interior and the exterior in terms of modernity, traditionality, thermal, functional and aesthetic
properties.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C5/B5

B
C

Class: E1500

D
E

Class: 4

WIEN

43

0,8 W/m2K

80,5mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

BOTH-SIDED
RETRACTED

32dB

On the outside, the frame, sash
and glass are in separate planes

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central drainage seal protects
the wood from external conditions

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Cubic inside design with the coplanar design option

ZERO

44
The Zero ALD model is the wood-aluminum window construction that arose from the world
architecture tendency to increase glass surfaces in the interior. Our construction allows
25% greater light transmission into the room
compared to other constructions. Aesthetically, the construction is minimalist; on the
outside, we have a visible frame profile, which
can be reduced to a minimally visible surface
during installation. By installing a concealed
fitting, the load-bearing capacity of this construction increases and the sash and frame
depths are equalized (ZERO ALD COMPLANARE).
This allows installing a fourth gasket, which
gives better thermal characteristics of the
construction. As such, the construction
meets all energy requirements.

Energy efficiency class

A+
A

A+

Class: C5/B5

B
C

Class: E1500

D
E

Class: 4

ZERO

45

0.8 W/m2K

75mm

RC1
RC1N
RC2
RC2N

OUTSIDE

32dB

Concealed sash frame on the outside

OAK, SPRUCE, LARCH,
ASH, SHOREA

The central drainage seal protects
the wood from external conditions

FROM SMAJ
CATALOG

Cubic inside design with the coplanar design option

SLIDING SYSTEMS

PANORAMA ALD

48

Modern architecture today puts a special emphasis on glazing large areas.
Therefore, we have designed and manufactured a product of completely
modern and elegant design. Sliding-lifting system PANORAMA ALD has a
fixed frame-less element and a sliding part with frame. This is the latest design
intended for a modern space. This system meets sound and thermal insulation requirements and firmly resists weathering. This system also includes
fittings by renowned manufacturers. The advantage of this system is its elegance, top-notch opening system and ease of maintenance. Let the panorama of your surroundings get close to your interior.

Thermal conductivity

up to UW=0,73W/(m2K)

Sound insulation

up to 40dB

Security

RC1, RC1N, RC2, RC2N
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PANORAMA ALD

SKY ALD

50

For those into details and visually the most demanding, we have made a redesign of PANORAMA sliding door system so that the horizontal is flush in
both fields, upper and lower - complete harmony in the lines.
Today, there is almost no project without a piece of this kind. Lots of natural
lighting, views of nature or the city, warm wood on the inside and aluminum
serving external protection are an unavoidable detail of every modern interior design today.
For demanding, innovative and modern projects.

Thermal conductivity

up to UW=0,73W/(m2K)

Sound insulation

up to 40dB

Security

RC1, RC1N, RC2, RC2N

51

SKY ALD

CLASSIC ALD

52

Sliding-lifting system STANDARD ALD consists of a fixed and sliding element
with frame. The more robust design with excellent technical performances
is ideal for glazing large openings. This system meets sound and thermal
insulation requirements and firmly resists weathering thanks to static stability. This system also includes fittings by renowned manufacturers which
achieves top performance with an increased type RC2 level of security. The
advantage of this system is in symmetry, easy opening and ease of maintenance. Let the panorama of your surroundings get close to your interior.

Thermal conductivity

up to UW=0,73W/(m2K)

Sound insulation

up to 40dB

Security

RC1, RC1N, RC2, RC2N

53

CLASSIC ALD

CLASSIC DRVO

54

Modern architecture today puts a special emphasis on glazing large areas.
Therefore, we have designed and manufactured a product of completely
modern and elegant design. Sliding-lifting system PANORAMA ALD has a fixed
and a sliding element with frame. This system meets sound and thermal insulation requirements and firmly resists weathering. This system also includes
fittings by renowned manufacturers. The advantage of this system is its
symmetry, top-notch opening system and ease of maintenance. Let the
panorama of your surroundings get close to your interior.

Thermal conductivity

up to UW=0,73W/(m2K)

Sound insulation

up to 40dB

Security

RC1, RC1N, RC2, RC2N
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CLASSIC DRVO

REFERENCES
•
•
•

30 years of business
20 world countries
3000 implemented projects

Lazarevo Selo, Niška Banja, 18110
+381 18 4542 902 • 4542 407
prodaja@smaj.co.rs
projekti@smaj.co.rs
smajprodukt@gmail.com
www.smaj.co.rs

